ABOUT EUOBSERVER

EUobserver is an indispensable news source for anyone who wants to know what is going on in the EU. Publishing daily news reports from Brussels and the EU’s member states, EUobserver is one of the most widely read online EU news publications.

EUobserver covers the following:

**News:** Daily coverage from Brussels of EU political and economic affairs.

**Investigations:** EUobserver is the ONLY publication conducting investigative journalism at the EU level.

**Analysis:** Background analysis and context that help readers make sense of the EU and better understand policy issues and their impact.

**Cross Border Reports:** As politics, business and organised crime operate across borders, journalists have to do so too. EUobserver is a pioneer in European cross-border journalism.

**Beyond Brussels:** In addition to a ‘top-down’ (from Brussels) approach to reporting, we have a network of journalists in all EU member states and neighbourhood countries covering local issues that have an EU-wide or transnational impact.

**Interviews:** Exclusive interviews with the most interesting, relevant and influential individuals in EU politics, either at national or EU level.

**Opinions:** Exclusive opinions or columns submitted by former and current politicians, authors, journalists, industry leaders, think tanks and academics.

**Agenda/This WEEK:** A sum-up of the agenda and key political events in Brussels and EU member states for the coming week that helps readers stay ahead of political developments.

https://euobserver.com